We describe an excitation interface for displaying data on mobile devices, based around active exploration: devices are shaken, revealing the contents rattling around inside. This combines samplebased contact sonification with event-playback vibrotactile feedback for a rich and compelling display. Motion is sensed from accelerometers, directly linking the motions of the user to the feedback they receive in a tightly-closed loop. The resulting interface requires no visual attention, and can be operated blindly with a single hand: it is reactive rather than disruptive.
MOTIVATION
We propose a multimodal interaction style where the user excites information from a device and then negotiates with the system, in a continuous, closed-loop interaction. This draws upon the work of Hermann ([1] , [2] , [3] ), who introduced Model-based Sonification. In [3] , the authors state:
"...why not sonify data spaces by taking the environmental sound production in our real world as a model. Nature has optimized our auditory senses to extract information from the auditory signal that is produced by our physical environment. Thus the idea is: build a virtual scenario from the data; define a kind of 'virtual physics' that permits vibrational reaction of its elements to external excitations; let the user interactively excite the system and listen."
In [4] we outline the basis of such a system along with some early prototypes, and discuss a number of interaction scenarios; these include battery life monitoring and display of file system contents. In contrast to non-interactive displays, this active perception approach takes advantage of people's expectations about the evolution of dynamic systems. Feedback is tightly coupled to the input. This avoids interrupting or disturbing the user unnecessarily and opens up the potential for richer, more informative feedback. Users know what motions they have made and interpret the display in that context. Impact perception is a task with which everyone is familiar; few people would have difficulty distinguishing a hollow barrel from a full one after tapping it. Because such information is communicated primarily through the auditory and haptic channels, a completely non-visual interaction can be constructed. Given that mobile devices are often used where visual attention is inconvenient, the use of purely non-visual cues is a major advantage over visually-dominated techniques. By taking a physical model and overloading its behaviour, information can be presented very rapidly, without disrupting human intuition about the evolution of physical systems.
The interfaces we have built use inertial sensing for natural motion sensing without any external moving parts; the user just shakes, tilts or wobbles the device to stimulate the auditory and vibrotactile feedback. This can either be an explicit action, or can occur as part of a user's background motion; walking, running, standing up or other everyday motions. This is similar in nature to the "virtual maracas" setup that Fernström proposes in [5] for displaying attributes of a system in an intuitive way. Shaking is a simple but rich motion; a single shake can convey far more information than a simple button press (as might be used in conventional interfaces), and repeated shaking motions are rapid, natural and expressive. The direction, intensity, acceleration profile and timing of motions can be sensed, and it is easy for humans to express themselves in these variables (as babies with rattles quickly learn).
In this paper we demonstrate how automatic classification of text messages can be incorporated into such a system, allowing users to sense rich meta-data about the contents of their inboxes in an extremely rapid and natural manner. Each message is represented by a ball free to move within the container. This is combined with a directional filtering technique which provides simple ways of "sieving" the data during the interaction. This could obviously be extended to other collections of textual documents, although scaling the system beyond a few tens of items would require more refined input.
BACKGROUND REVIEW
Realistic synthesis of vibrotactile and audio sensations are key to building succesful eyes-free interfaces. There has been a great deal of recent interest in physical models of contact sounds and associated vibration profiles. The model-driven approach is a fruitful design method for creating plausible and interpretable multimodal feedback without extensive ad hoc design. Yao and Hayward ( [6] ), for example, created a convincing sensation of a ball rolling down a hollow tube using an audio and vibrotactile display. A similar sonification of the physical motion of a ball along a beam is de-
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nd International Workshop on Interactive Sonification, York, UK February 3, 2007 scribed in detail in [7] ; subjects were able to perceive the ball's motion from the sonification alone. Hermann et al. [8] describe an interactive sonification based upon shaking a ball-shaped sensor pack instrumented with accelerometers. This excites data points in a high-dimensional space which are anchored via springs, and produce impact sounds and vibrotactile feedback when they strike each other. The "material" of the objects is used to display the properties of the striking objects. These properties are derived from the geometric properties of the Voronoi tesselation of the data points. Granular approaches to realistic natural sound generation were explored in [9] , where contact events sensed from a contact microphone above a bed of pebbles drove a sample-based granular synthesis engine. A wide variety of sonorities could be generated as a result of physical interactions with the pebbles. This granular approach is used as the synthesis engine in our prototypes. A simple haptic "bouncing ball" on mobile devices was demonstrated by Linjama et al. [10] , which used tap sensing to drive the motion of a ball; this, however did not incorporate realistic dynamics or auditory feedback.
The authors discuss granular synthesis based continuous auditory probabilistic displays in [11] and [12] , where grain streams are reweighted according to model likelihoods. This work continues the theme of probabilistic display, but does so in an discrete, event-based context, where simplified representations of probability distributions (mode and entropy) are used to characterise the output of multi-model classifiers.
INERTIAL SENSING
Motion sensing is achieved by instrumenting mobile devices with tri-axis accelerometers. Accelerometers have previously been widely used for tilting based interfaces (e.g. in [13] and [14] ). In the present application, the linear acceleration component is more relevant than gravitational effects; the tilting is of less consequence than deliberate shaking motions. Accelerometer inputs are highpass filtered (see Section 4) to eliminate the effects of slow tilt changes.
Prototypes of this system run on iPaq 5550 devices (see Figure 1) , using the MESH ( [15] ) device for inertial sensing and onboard vibrotactile display. The MESH's vibrotactile transducer is a VBW32 loudspeaker-style device. This device allows for the display of high fidelity tactile sensations due to its large bandwidth and fast transient response. This is used in combination with the iPaq's internal eccentric motor vibration unit, providing a lower frequency range of vibration sensations than achievable with the VBW32, like a woofer would in an audio system, at the cost of reduced temporal resolution. The accelerometers are used for sensing and are sampled at 100Hz, with a range of approximately +/− 2g. The gyroscopes and magnetometers are not used. Capacitive sensing is used for tap detection (see Section 5.2.2).
Earlier versions of the "Shoogle" system [4] also run on standard mobile phones (such as the Nokia Series 60 devices), using the Bluetooth SHAKE inertial sensor pack (see Figure 2 ). This provides accelerometer measurement and vibrotactile feedback in a matchbox size wireless package, along with a range of other sensing functionality (gyroscopes, magnetometers and capacitive sensing). Work is underway in porting the automatic text message classification system to work transparently with real SMS inboxes on mobile phones, so that the system can be tested "in the wild". 
OBJECT DYNAMICS
The behaviour of the interface is governed by the internal physical model which defines the relation between sensed motions and the response of the component objects whose interactions generate feedback events. Here, the simulated physical system is based around objects bouncing around within a rectangular box whose physical dimensions appear to be the same as the true physical dimensions of the device. Each message in the inbox is mapped onto a single spherical object.
Accelerometer Mapping
The accelerations sensed by the accelerometers are used directly in an Euler integration model. This is quite sufficient given the relatively fast update rate and the nonstiffness of the dynamics; the feedback properties also mean than small numerical innacuracies are impercetible. The accelerations are highpass filtered to remove components under ∼0.5Hz. This eliminates drifts due to changes in orientation, and avoids objects becoming "stuck" along an edge. These accelerations are then transformed by an object-dependent rotation matrix (based on the message sender, see Section 5.2.1) and a scaling matrix which biases the objects along a specific axis:
where θ i , φ i and ψ i are the rotation angles for object i, and 0 < α < 1 is the direction-biasing term (see Figure 3 ). Any other projection of the acceleration vector could be used; this could include
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Figure 3: The accelerations are transformed before application to the objects, such that each object "class" is excitable in a different direction. The cylinders here illustrate the different directions along which the device can be moved to excite different classes (although these are rather more oval shaped in the simulation). The cut-aways show the virtual objects (ball-bearings) within.
more complex nonlinear projections. For example, the feature vector could be extended to include a quadratic basis, while still using a simple linear projection matrix. The vector could also include estimated time-derivatives of the acceleration measurements.
Friction and Stiction
Nonlinear frictional damping is applied to the motion of the objects. This eliminates rapid, small, irritating impacts caused by slight movements, while remaining realistic and sensitive. The friction function is a piecewise constant function, so that:
where fs and fm are the static and moving coefficients and vc is the crossover velocity. These coefficients can be varied to simulate different lining materials within the box, or different object surfaces (e.g. smooth plastic versus velvet balls).
Springs
When objects are created, they are attached to a randomly-allocated position within the simulated box by a linear Hooke-law spring, such that:ẍ
where x q0 is the anchor point (see Figure 4) . The spring coefficient k loosens or tightens the motion of the balls. Without this spring motion, the system can feel unresponsive as objects tend to cluster together as a consequence of the constraints created by walls. It is only through the spring force that the mass of the balls enters the dynamics calculations, although a more realistic system could include a mass term in the friction computation.
Impacts
Feedback events are generated only when the balls collide with the walls of the device "box". These impacts trigger sample playback on both the vibrotactile and audio devices. Inter-ball collisions are not tested for. Wall collisions are inelastic, transferring some kinetic energy to the wall, and the remainder to rebound. The rebound includes directional jitter -simulating a slightly rough surface -to reduce repetitive bouncing.
MESSAGE TRANSFORMATION
Each of these impacts is intended to communicate information about the message with which it is associated. Due to the limitations of the haptic transducers, the vibrotactile feedback varies in a very limited way; it largely serves as an indicator of presence and gives an added degree of realism. The properties of each message are instead sonified, modulating the impact sounds to reveal metadata. This meta-data is intended to summarise the contents of the inbox in a way which maintains user privacy (other listeners will not obtain significant personal information) and can be presented extremely rapidly. Several transformations are used in the sonification process. The simplest transformation involves linking the mass of each ball to the length of the SMS message. Longer messages result in heavier balls with appropriate dynamics, and suitably adjusted resonances. The most important feature is association of impact "material" to the output of a classifier which identifies language styles within the message. This is similar in nature to the language model based sonifications used in the speed-dependent automatic zooming described in [16] . This aims to give an interacting user some sense of the content or style of the messages rapidly, without visual display or laborious text-to-speech output (which also has obvious privacy issues). The identity of the message sender and relative time of arrival of the messages are also displayed, by directional filtering and a rhythmic display, respectively. The impact sounds are also panned according to the site of the impact; however this is only useful when the device is used with headphones. 
PPM Language Model
The language modeling involves multiple partial-predictive-match (PPM) models ( [17] , [18] ). These code text very well, approaching the theoretical maximum compression for English texts (see [19] ). Figure 5 gives an overview of the process. Each class of messages has a separate model θj, and is trained on a corpus of messages in that style (e.g. in a particular langauge, or in a specific vernacular).
The current implementation uses a hybrid structure, with one submodel trained with variable length prefix, running from the start of the word and terminating at the first non-letter character (which is particularly sensitive to keywords), combined with a smoothed fixed-length PPM submodel. This provides a measure of robustness in classification, especially where training texts are sparse.
The smoothed submodel combines weighted PPM models of different length (designated P P M h for a length h model, with P P M 0 being the model trained with no prefix, i.e. the independent distribution of characters), up to a length 5 model:
with the λ0 . . . λ5,
h=0 λ h = 1 determining the weighting of the models. Symbols unseen in the training text are assigned a fixed probability of 1 S , where S is the total number of possible symbols (e.g. all ASCII characters).
The fixed length and word length classifiers are used in a weighted combination, such that under each model θj, each character has a probability
where λ q is a weighting parameter, r v is the variable length model and r f is the smoothed fixed length model. This smoothing ensures that when the variable length model abruptly fails to predict subsequent characters (e.g. when a word not seen in the training text appears), the system relaxes back to the fixed-length model, and the fixed-length model will, in the worst case, revert to the independent distribution of characters in the training text. For each model, a tree of probabilities is stored, giving p(c|r), where c is the character predicted, and r is the current prefix. The variable length model is pruned during training so that nodes with observation count below a certain threshold are cut off after a specified number of symbols have been seen. This reduces the size of the tree sufficiently that it can be used without excessive memory consumption. A section of an example tree is given in Figure 6 .
The likelihood of a message is then just
Assuming constant prior across all all models, and under the assumption that any message must belong to one of the initially trained classes, the model probabilities can be normalized such that
the posterior likelihood becomes just
For each model, we have
Exponentiating and substituting (8) into (7), the model likelihoods are obtained. 
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Potential Enhancements
Although word level models of text could be introduced, these have significant training requirements and require enormous storage for anything but the smallest corpora. Given the excellent compression capabilites of the PPM models and the good performance of the classifiers in the test scenarios (see Section 5.1.2) additional modelling is probably excessive for the current problem. Ideally, each of these classes would be adapted online, with the user assigning incoming messages to particular classes, to cope with the various styles that user regularly receives. Although this is not currently implemented, it would be relatively simple to do so.
Test Model Classes
For testing, five language classes were created by selecting appropriate corpora. Due to the lack of suitable text message corpora in different styles, a number of artificial classes were created. Although these differences are exaggerated compared to the types of messages commonly received, they demonstrate the utility of the techinque. Each of these was trained with a relatively small corpus, but this was sufficient given the very significant differences in language. Table 1 shows the test classes and their corresponding corpora. Table 2 shows testing results from these classifiers. The table shows example messages and their "true" class, along with the classifier probabilities and the classifier entropy. The classifier performs extremely well, even for the less well distinguished categories.
Certainty Filtering
The timbre of the impact is always set to be the one associated with the most likely model (see Section 6.2), but the output of the classifiers is clearly uncertain; message classes can often be quite similar, and many messages may be either so short or so generic as to be indiscriminable. The system displays this uncertainty by manipulating the audio according to the entropy of the classifier distribution
This is entropy sonification is performed in two ways: firstly, when H(θ|text) rises above some threshold H min , the timbre associated with the message is set to be a special class representing a "general message"; secondly, when the entropy is below this threshold, a lowpass filter is applied to impact sound, with the cutoff inversely proportional to the entropy:
for some constants z, . This dulls the sound as the entropy increases.
Exploration
The basic shaking system simply gives a sense of the numerosity and composition of the messages in the inbox. Two additional features extend the interaction to present other aspects of message content. These rely on the device being stimulated in different ways, rather than attempting to present more information in a single impact.
Identity Sieving
Identity sieving links the sender or sender group (e.g. family, friends, work) of the message (which can be obtained from the message meta-data) to a particular plane in space (see Section 4). These messages can be excited by moving the device in this plane; moving it in others will have less effect. A user can "sieve out" messages from a particular sender by shaking in various directions. The stiction model increases the selectivity of this sieving, so that objects who are free to move along other plains tend not to do so unless more violent motions are made. All objects can still be excited by making such vigorous movements.
Time-sequenced "Rain"
An additional overview of the contents of the inbox can be obtained by tapping the device, causing the balls to shoot "upwards" (out of the screen), and then fall back down in a structured manner. Tapping is sensed independently using the capacitive sensors on the MESH device, and is reliable even for gentle touches while being limited to a small sensitive area. The falling of the objects is linked to the arrival time of the messages in the inbox, with delays before impact proportional to the time gap between the arrival of messages. The rhythm of the sounds communicates the temporal structure of the inbox. Figure 7 illustrates this.
AUDITORY AND VIBROTACTILE DISPLAY
The presentation of timely haptic responses greatly improves the sensation of a true object bouncing around within the device over an audio-only display. As Kuchenbecker et al [21] describe, eventbased playback of high-frequency waveforms can greatly enhance the sensation of stiffness in force-feedback applications. In mobile scenarios, where kinaesthetic feedback is impractical, eventtriggered vibration patterns can produce realistic impressions of contacts when the masses involved are sufficiently small.
Vibrotactile Events
The vibrotactile waveforms sent to the VBW32 transducer on the MESH device are enveloped sine waves, with a frequency of 250Hz. This is at both the resonant frequency of the transducer, and around the peak sensitivity of the skin receptors involved in vibrotactile perception. Several basic envelope shapes are pre-programmed: simple impacts with very rapid linear attack, and an exponential decay; sloshing-like vibrations with much longer attack portions, and slightly varying frequencies; granular effects with sums of extremely short enveloped sine waves at random time delays; and heavier impacts with long ringing portions and initially saturated output. Figure 8 gives an overview of these waveforms.
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To enhance the sensations, the vibrations from internal eccentric motor of the iPaq is layered with the VBW32 transducer. The short, high-frequency vibrations are sent to the smaller vibrator, with heavy, slow impacts routed to the motor-driven actuator. The greater power of the motor-driven actuator results in a more "solid" feel, but limited control restricts output to simple events played in conjunction the high-frequency events (similar to the layering of sub-bass waveforms under Foley effects in film sound design).
Even when the inbox is empty, gentle vibration feedback is produced by the internal vibration motor in response to movement to indicate that the system is "live" and sensing motion.
Audio Synthesis
The impact of the balls on the virtual box produces sound related to the physics of the collisions. Although ideally these sounds would be generated by a physical model (such as the general contact sound engine given by van den Doel et al [22] ), the limited computational power of many mobile devices -which lack efficient floating-point units -makes this difficult. Such techniques, would, however, greatly increase the potential expressivity of the interface.
Sample Banks
Given these computational restrictions, the system instead relies on a granular technique, with wavetable playback for synthesis, combined with some simple signal post-processing. This gives a high degree of realism, but comes at the cost of significant effort in creating a sample library, and limited flexibility.
A number of impact sounds (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) are pre-recorded for each of a number of impact types (wood on glass, for example). These slight variations are critical to avoid artificial sounding effects. On impact, a random sound from within this class is selected and mixed into the output stream. The audio output -which uses the FMOD library -mixes up to thirty-two simultaneous channels, to ensure that impacts do not cut off previous audio events in an unnatural manner.
A listing of some of the impact types which have been sampled is given in Table 3 . These provide a wide range of natural sounding and easily distinguishable timbres, although the limited quality of the speakers on the iPaq introduces some unnatural artifacts. Humans are exceedingly adept at inferring the physical properties of materials from the sound of their physical interaction, and the realistic nature of the generated sounds makes the nature of the impact immediately obvious.
Due to technical limitations of the implementation hardware, synchronisation of audio with the vibrotatile is limited, with variable delays of up to 50ms between the modalities. This does not, however, seem to reduce the subjective realism or quality of the interaction. 
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Audio Transformations
The samples are transformed based on the properties of each particular collision, to communicate as much information as possible given the limited processing capabilites and limited sample set. The gain of the impact sound is set to be proportional to the kinetic energy of the impact ( 1 2 mv 2 ); this is essential for natural sounding effects. As described in Section 5.1.3, the entropy of the language class distribution is mapped to the cutoff of a simple one-pole IIR filter running on the impact sound, so that less certain classifications have a duller tone. The sample is also pitch-shifted with a simple resampling process in proportion to the mass of the ball which impacted, so that large-mass interactions produce lower sounds with deeper resonances than smaller ones. This transformation can only reasonably be applied to sound types which have clear resonances in the object which impacts -the effect is quite unnatural for sounds such as sloshing water, where pitch-shifted audio sounds like liquids of different viscousity in differently sized containers. Figure 9 gives an overview of the synthesis process.
Ideally there would be impulse responses for both the object and the container which would be convolved at runtime; pitchshifting the object impact could independently change its perceived mass without interfering with the formants of the container impulse. However, this is computationally challenging with the current generation of mobile devices.
FUTHER WORK -ACTIVE SELECTION
The current prototype has elementary "sieving" functions for sensing particular aspects of data within the device. More sophisticated selection methods, such as the active selection techinques described in [23] , could be used to identify and select individual messages within the collection. This could involve modality scheduling, where the interaction moves from simple vibrotactile information (the presence of messages), through auditory display (the composition of the collection) and finally to visual display, for on-screen display of messages. Alternatively, speech synthesis could be applied in the final stage for an entirely non-visual message browsing system. Such a system would be a significant step towards a usable non-visual, buttonless mobile platform.
CONCLUSIONS
This system extends our previous work on excitatory interfaces to include the sonifications based on the automatic classification of messages, as well as introducing the "sieving" metaphor to extend the display capabilites of the system. The automatic classification process could easily be extended to other data forms; music files could be linked to objects with properties obtained from the automatic classification of genres, for example. The model-based interaction leads to an intuitive and compelling interface which is well suited to the physical manipulability of mobile devices. The metaphor of the mobile device as a physical container within which interaction can take place is one that can be extended to many other interaction scenarios. The interface is based on active sensing, where users drive the interaction at their own pace; the system does not interrupt of its own accord. The result is a rich multimodal display that can be used without visual attention, taking advantage of user's familiarity with the dynamics of processes in the physical world to present information in a natural and non-irritating manner.
